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SUMMARY . 

A Tim e Projection Chamber , to be used for improving the vertex reconstruction accuracy 
of the Omega spectrometer at CERN, has been tested on a 7 GeV/c hadron beam. Results on 
efficiency, space accuracy, multitrack handling and vertex reconstruction precision are pre
sented together with a description of the read - out electronics and details of construction. 

1. - INTRODUCT ION. 

The study of charm and the search for beauty particles in a fixed target experiment with a 

hybrid spectrometer need the best vertex reconstruction accuracy possible with present techn.,!. 

ques mainly for two reasons : 

a) to decrease the fiducial volume to be scanned in the nuclear emulsion target for finding the 

primary vertex; 

b) to distinguish, at least in a fraction of events , a secondary ve rtex very close ( ..... 1 mm) to 

the primary one. 

While the first point is true for all expenments with an emulsion target and downstream 

spectrometer, the second is specific to an experiment(1} where the decay of a long lived charm 

is used to trigger the apparatus; this information is afterwards used to look for the charmed 

partner or, when the incident particle energy is sufficient, for the beauty parent. 

Evidently the separation between the primary and the secondary vertex will greatly help 

in distinguishing a charm particle decay from the possible sources of background(1), thus 1m 
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proving the signa] to noise ratio . For this reason a vertex reconstruction accuracy of the order 

of 1 mm in the beam direction is required . 

A device with good spacial resolution, simultaneous xy measurements, rnultiparlicle han~ 

ling and negligible thickness (in radiation and nuclear length) should then be placed very close to 

the emulsion target to improve the performance of a spectrometer. 

The chosen solution was a time projection chamber (TPC)(2) speciall,"- suited to handling .. 

high multiplicity events and to couple with the Omega prime(3) spectrometer. In the following 

Wl' give a description of this device, of the electronics we used and of the test set up. 

Finally we give experimental results on the relevant parameters. 

2. - THE TIME PROJECTION CHAMBER. 

The Time Projection Chamber idea was proposed in 1975 by D. Nygren(2) and recently de

veloped by several experimental groups(4) all working at COlliding beam machines . This devi 

ce is an improvement of the drift chamber detector(S) and it is specially suited for the measu

rement of complex events in a magnetic field. 

The aims of the TPC are: 

a) to provide, with high precision~ three -dimensional space coordinates along trajectories of 

charged particles; 

Il ) to measure, with a sampling technique, tht: ionization released by each track in such a way 

to identify particles over a wide range of momenta. 

The speCific application described 

in the introduction requires primarily 

a precise measurement of track coord.,! 

nates. We concentrate on poi nt a), si~ 

ce we can rely on the spectrometer for 

particle identification. This allow us to 

fill the chamber with an atmospheric 

pressure gas mixture, avoiding the v~ 
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FIG. 1 - Sketch of the chamber. 
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tracted by the anode wires of the proportional volume and give negative signals there. Opposite 

sign pulses are induced on the cathode segments (pads), 

The time difference between a reference signal and each anodic pulse will give, like in a 

drift chamber, the x coordinates (see Fig. 1) while the y coordinates are obtained by looking 

for the center of gravity of the signal s induced, at the same time, on the pads(6). 

The (x, y) information therefore comes from the same physical effect. This fact avoids 

wrong combinations (i. e. ghost points) whose number quadratically increases with the event 

multipliCity. The chamber characteristics are presented in Table l. 

The choice of the listed parameters has 

been dictated by the follOWing considerations: 

a) a highly symmetric configuration of the pr£ 

portional cell is desirable in order to work 

at relatively low volfage and with a wide e..! 

ficiency plateau; 

b) a sufficient ( ~ 1 cm) gas thickness should 

correspond to each proportional cell to a

void excessive fluctuations in the number 

of ion-electron pairs produced; 

c) a good transparency of the grid which se

parates the drift from the proportional r~ 

gion is required to reach the full efficien

cy of the TPC; 

d) an optimum size of pads(7) (obtained by 

making a compromise between the need 

TABLE I 

Anodes wires ~ 

Cathode wires ~ 

Field wire ~ 

Spacing (all wires) 

Proportional gap 

Drift gap 

Pad area 

Pad spacing 

No. of anode wires 

No, of pad columns 

No. of pads per column 

20 11m 

100 I'm 

12 mm 

6 mm 

80 mm 

mm 

21 

2 

12 

for a good signal to noise ratio and the requirement of a satisfactory interpolation precision). 

In the chamber described~ the vertex measurement is mainly done on the xz projection (see 

Fig. 1), while the two points on the yz projection add auxiliary conditions and help to solve am

biguities. 

Particular care has been taken to minimize the amou'nt of material parti cles can encounter. 

The chamber is contained in a 30 x 30 x 50 cm plexiglass 'box, with wide 100 }J>m thick my

lar windows; each thick metallic component, like HV connectors, is then placed at a wide ( > 600 ) 

angle to the incident beam direc tion . 

Field shaping electrodes, separated by 4 mm, surround the drift volume and make the elec

tric field uniform over the TPC sensitive region. 

3. - READ-OUT ELECTRONICS. 

The amount of informat lOn we require from this chamber is greatly reduced compared to 

the pressurized TPC. For this reason we substitute for the standard approach(B). based on read 
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lng out the anode and the cathode pulse heights in small (- 50 ns ec) time slices, a different 

scheme where we memorize the pad pulse h ei ght information only when a pulse i s detected on 

the facing anode, The anodes, on the contrary , are r ea d out via a quasi-standard TDC method. 

Th e el ect r onics principle is illustrated in Fig. 2 . 
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FIG. 2 - Read out electronics layout. 

We pick up. out of each anode wire , a maximum of N short ("""10 nsec) NIM(9) pulses to 

stop N TDC channels previously started by an external reference signal (N = 12 is the maxi

mum allowed multiplicity) . 

So we use a standard low impedence amplifier (P) followed, after a long (80 m) twisted 

pair delay cable, by a shaping receiver (R)(10) and by an E CL fast demultiplexer system (FAD) 

capable of switching i n ~ 4 nsec from one channel to th e next . Standard TDe CAMAC(11) mo

dules (LRS 2228 A type with expa nded time scale) are then used to compute the hit spacial po -

sition. 

The wires(2 , 9) facing pad rows s hould also provide longe r (""70 nsec) pulses to gate the 

ADC where the cathode inrm'maticn is sent. Each pad read out chain (see Fig. 2) is composed 

of a char ge preamplifier (CP)(12~ a coaxial delay line, a linear fan- out (LRS 428 type) and an 

i\DC CA MAC module (LRS 2249 A type) . 

The approach described is largely based on existing electronics modules; a more dedica 

t ed system is now under study . 
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4. - THE TE5T 5ET-UP. 

A sketch of the test set-up is shown in Fig. 3. 51, 52, 53, 54 are 1 x 1 x 10 em3 scintilla 

tion counters, SC o is a 40x40x 1 em
3 

scintillator with a 2.5 em hole in the middle, Tl and 

T2 are silicon telescopes(!t), Tl is a set of five 100 ~m thick and 1..0 ern diameter silicon 

sheets separated by 100 p.m, while T2 is a set of ten 200 J1-m thick and 2.5 em diameter si~ 

licon sheets separated by 300 I-'m each . 

S1 T1 T2 seo 

Seo , 
52 7arget 

FIG. 3 - Experimental set up , 

A 7 GeV/c hadron beam (D31 beam at CERN Protosynchrotron) hits a lead target (1 x lxO.3 

em) placed just in front of Tl. The beam trigger is: 

the interaction triggers are: 

51 x 52 x 53 x -54 x 5Co 

51 x 52 x 5Co x (53 x 54) 

51 x 52 x (l:Tl. '?! thr.) x (53 x 54) 
i 1 

(I) 

(II) 

(Il1) 

The condition ~ Tti ~ thr. corresponds to the requirement that at least 2 minimum ioni.,! 
1 

iog particles should have been seen by the silicon Telescope Tl. 

(:t) - The telescopes, produced by ENERTEC Schlumberger, Strasbourg, France, have been 
specially studied to trigger on charm partic1es(1) and were t>.'sted together with the TPct 13). 
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The chamber is filled with 90 % Argon. 10 % Isobutane gas mixture. 

The TPC, placed at 10 em from the target region, is equipped with 10 anodic read out ehB,!! 

nels; they are all read out together with the information coming from one pad row. A ne gative 

voltage is applied to the drift el ectrode (HVn in Fig. 1). The sense (anode) wires are connected 

to a positive voltage and are linked to the preamplifier via high voltage 47 pF capacitors. 

5. - EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS . 

U sing trigger (I) the eW.ciency plateau (see Fig. 4) and the drift speed versus high voltage 

curve (see Fig. 5 ) are measured with the different gas mixtures 

( 

A 75 % Argon + 25 % Methane . 

B 75 % Argon + 25 % Isobutane • 

C 90 % Argon + 10 % Isobutane. 
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FIG. 4 - Efficiency plateau of the chamber versus voltage applied 
to the proportional gap for different (see text) gas mixtures. 
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FIG. 5 - El ectron spp",n, measured with different (see text) 
gas mixtures, ve rsus dl'ift voltage. 
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We then choose the gas mixture C to pursue the tests because it is possible to work at a m£ 

dest proportional voltage and because a lower drift speed allows a better two-particle separa

tion when this quantity is dominated by the electronics dead time. 

The precision along the drift coordinate is measured by looking at the time difference bet 

ween wire n and wire n+1 (see Fig. 6) ; neglecting the beam divergence we can write: 

° °x(n+l) ~ °x(n) ~ 12 x( (n+l)-n) 

and, from ,Fig. 6, Gx(n) =: 200 J.l.m (this value contains the electronics ch ain jitter). 

Up to 10 hits per track can be measured by the TPC with present electronic equipment and 

can be used for pattern recognition. The track reconstruction precision is measured as follows: 

first we find t h e best linear fit among the hits and then we compute the fraction of reconstructed 

tracks as a fun.ction of the maximum allowed distance R between the fitted track and the avalan 

che position (see Fig. 7.). 

N 

(j ~ 300 pm 

FIG. 6 - Time difference 
between pulses coming 
from adjacent wires . 
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F IG. 7 - Track reconst ruction efficiency versus maxJ:. 
mum allowed distan ce R between the fitted track and 
the avalanche position. Ten wi res of the TPC are 
read-out. 

A set of points was defined as a track if at least 5 of them were less t han a distance R from 

the fitted track. 

Out of this figure we conclude that it is possible to achieve about 90 % track reconstruction 

efficiency with 150 /-Lm space resolution . Inclining the chamber at 200 in the yz or the xy plane 

no change is detectable on track reconstruction accuracy. 

We then switch to trigger (II) or (III) to look for interactions (the picture of a typical inter

action - in the xz plane - is shown in Fig. 8) and we reconstruct vertices in the target region 

requiring 90 % reconstruction efficiency for single tracks. 

The comparison between the vertex accuracy and the tar get physical dimensions is shown 

in Fig. 9. We then fit the experimental histograms with a square distribution (the target physJ:. 

cal dimension) plus a gaussian (the measurement error). The matching of the data happens 
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A Monte Carlo program using the experimentally measured accuracy of our TPC and the 

particle distribution expected from a 70 GeV / c photon beam has been used to compute the nu~ 

ber of read out channels necessary for the vertex accuracy optimization in the Qr experiment 

(see F ig. 10)(1 ). 

6 
em G' z 

1.5 
a) b) 

to - 1.0 

0.5 05 - \ 

.'-....... \ 
.----- I .~ .----. 

L~ 
.-----._-. 

Nrl Tpc r-JPl lpc 

I 3~ I , 
---:tu-~. 

10 20 10 20 

FIG. 10 - Standard devi~tion of the vertex reconstruction a ccuracy in : a ) z direc 
tion; b) x direction; versus number of planes of our TPC. Simulated events ind~ 
ced by 20-70 GeV photons are reconstructed only through a TPC placed at 10 em 
from the source . 

To study cathode performances we used trigger (1) thus limitin g ourselves to tracks para..! 

leI to the plane of pads. The Landau pulse height distribution for several contiguous pads facing 

the beam is shown in Fig. 11. From this figure (and from the scanning of some pulse height distr..!: 

butions) we see that 2 or 3 pads per event are safely (> 3 standard deviations) above the noise level. 

The root mean square (J of the gaussian curve fitUng(7) the pulse height on a pad versus 

the distance of the track from the center of the pad itself usin g the formula: 

where: 

Y
i 

is the center of the i-th pad, 

Pi is the ~ulse height of the i-th pad. 

m is the value of i for which we have the highest pulse. 

Applying this formula to events where three pads are well above the noise level, we get: 

a = 4.85 :!: O. 15 mm . 
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FIG. 11 - Landau pulse height distribution for five contiguous pads facing the beam 
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The distribution we obtained tells us the weight we have to apply to cathode pulses to cal

culate the center of gravity y of the induced signals, i. e, the coordinate along the y direction. 

The following formulae are applied: 

3 15 I y. p.' 

y 

y 

i= 1 1 1 

3 
" 1.5 ~ p. 

i= 1 1 

for "3 pad events 11 , 

for "2 pad events 11 • 

In Fig. 12 lS shown the beam profile over the y direction, the shadowed area is the known 

size of the triggered beam . Fitting the experimental data with a square distribution plus a 

gaussian we evaluate the standard deviati on a1 of the accuracy in y: 

0 1 = 0.5 :- O. 1 mm 

The described behaviour of the TPC is valid up to an incident beam intensity of "'Y 5 x ] 04 

particles per anode centimeter ; exceeding this limit space charge effects reduce efficiency and 

progressively spoil the chamber characteristics. 

Higher intensities are allowed adding a control grid between the drift and the proportional 

zone and triggering such a grid only when an interesting event is recognized by the counter l~ 

gic: This solution is presently under test. 

6. - CONCLUSIONS. 

A Time Projection Chamber designed to obtain a good vertex reconstruction accuracy has 

been te sted on a 7 GeV I c hadron beam. 

The efficiency and the space accuracy obtained are completely satisfactory and well fit 

the expectations of the project. 

The vertex reconstruction precision experimentally measured at 7 GeV / c incident beam 

momentum and the extrapolated behaviour at higher ene rgies suggest the use of such a device 

when an intense incident beam is not requ ired. 
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